escape of a few dozen gladiators culminated in the exodus of about 70,000 slaves. A less well-known but equally impressive case concerns the revolt in 869 of the Zanj, the East African slaves forced to work in the salt marshes in southern Iraq. Just south of Basra, they founded a new, expansive city called al-Mokhtára ("the elect city"), with elaborate defence works and home to a population of 50,000 or more. Only after 14 years were these rebels defeated.
In the New World numerous slaves escaped almost immediately after they were brought there from Africa. In 1503, only eleven years after the discovery of the Americas, Nicolas de Obando, governor of Hispaniola (later shared by two colonial powers, Spain [Santo Domingo] and France [Saint Domingue]) implored the Spanish Court to stop sending him slaves "because they run away and join the Indians, teaching them bad habits, and they are impossible to recapture". 4 The best-known case from the modern age is probably the "Negro Republic" of Palmares (Brazil, 1605 (Brazil, -1694 , where between 10,000 and 20,000 runaway slaves (also known as Maroons) lived. 5 The historiography of the Maroons seems to have started in the late eighteenth century, possibly influenced by the abolitionist movements, which were emerging around that time, especially in Britain. In 1803, for example, Robert C. Dallas's History of the Maroons appeared. In 1844 Louis Timagène Houat from La Réunion published Les Marrons, which may be the first novel on the subject. 6 On the eve of and during the American Civil War, several works documenting the fates of runaway slaves were published in the North. 7 In the twentieth century the number of books and articles about runaway slaves soared, including pioneering works by authors such as Herbert Aptheker, Yvan Debbasch, and Gabriel Debien. 8 Since the 1970s the number of studies about runaway slaves in the Americas has continued to increase. 9 The focus was obviously on regions where Maroon societies were relatively important (Brazil, Jamaica, and Suriname). Gradually, runaways in Africa received greater coverage, for example the slaves who had participated in the Banamba exodus of [1905] [1906] [1907] [1908] in the Niger Valley. 10 On the Surinamese Maroons (formerly known as "Bush Negroes"), several small studies were published early on, mainly by missionaries, colonial officials, and scientific explorers. 11 Larger works appeared in the 1920s. One pioneer was the bacteriologist Morton Kahn, who in the course of his research on tropical diseases in Dutch Guiana (Suriname) had encountered Maroons and subsequently wrote a study that to this day remains immensely readable about the history and culture of a group he called the Djuka (the Saramaka). Kahn also accompanied the anthropologists Melville and Frances Herskovits on their first stay with the Maroons in Suriname. Based on this visit and a second one in 1929, they authored two books: Rebel Destiny and Surinam Folk-lore.
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After World War II, scholars began to research the Surinamese Maroons more intensively. The anthropologist André Köbben was pivotal in this process. 13 He conducted field research and supervised some dissertations on the topic. His Ph.D. candidates included the main author of the books discussed here: H.U.E. (Bonno) Thoden van Velzen, with his wife Wilhelmina (Ineke) van Wetering, and the historian Silvia W. de Groot. They all studied the Okanisi Maroons in south-east Suriname, also known as Djuka or Ndyuka.
14 Wim Hoogbergen, who co-authored the first book reviewed here, in turn studied under Thoden I mention history narrators for lack of historiographers; as with other peoples, who do not know how to read or write, Bush Negroes are trained from early childhood to have a sharp memory. History is passed from one generation to the next that way, and certain elders among them may be consulted about all historical details, as we would a history book. Young adults with a natural propensity are trained by these elders as historical experts.
17
To my knowledge, there has never been such a vast study about the history of a single Maroon society over the course of three centuries. Below I will start with a brief general overview of the history of the Surinamese Maroons. I will then summarize the highlights from the two books, quoting fairly extensively, because the books are in Dutch and therefore inaccessible to an international readership. I will conclude with some critical reflections.
H I S T O R I C A L C O N T E X T
Settlers began to arrive in the region of today's three Guianas (Suriname, Guyana, and French Guiana) in the mid-seventeenth century. 18 The 19 Until 1667, this colony was officially British; it was then taken over by the Dutch. From the late 1670s, the ongoing expansion of the plantation economy led to attacks by the original inhabitants. 20 The battle that ensued is also known as the War of Indians (1668-1685). After the war the plantations no longer expanded along the Suriname River, as they had been doing, but were extended eastward, toward the Commewijne, Cottica, and Perica rivers (B: p. 54). As a consequence of the thriving plantation economy, the slave population initially grew in leaps and bounds but growth then slowed. I offer some numerical summaries (in part estimates) in Table 1 .
Among the over 250,000 Africans brought to Suriname between 1651 and 1800, by far the largest share came from four areas: the Windward Coast, the Gold Coast, the Slave Coast, and Loango. Because of the different influences, pidgin contact languages came about, such as Sranantongo and Okatongo (the language of the Okanisi).
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Almost from the beginning slaves ran away. They started to do so in more substantial numbers during the War of Indians. "At first they [the Indians] murdered the Negro slaves as well, but soon changed their policy and began persuading them to desert, a manoeuvre which became increasingly successful"; "many Negro slaves either fled into the bush or threw in their lot with the rebels". 22 By the end of 1679, 700 to 800 slaves were believed to have fled the plantations.
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From the early eighteenth century several Maroon communities gradually consolidated. The first large community of runaways was formed in 1712. The French corsair Jacques Cassard had attacked the thriving colony. The planters, hoping to protect their precious labour from being stolen, had sent their slaves temporarily into the woods. 24 Over 700 slaves then opted to remain free, rather than to return to the plantations, and were the core of what later became the Saramaka community. In 1749 they numbered about 1,600. 25 At around the same time, along the Maroni River, the Okanisi community was formed. This somewhat smaller group expanded, after a few hundred insurgents from the Tempati area joined them in 1757, thereby reducing the numerical gap between Okanisi and Saramaka. Later on, smaller communities formed, such as the Kwinti, the Matawai, and the Boni or Aluku.
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The main communities (i.e. the Saramaka and the Okanisi) were divided according to clans (lo), comprising members of various matrilineal families, the bere or bee (belly). The political leader of a lo was a chief or captain (kabiten or kapten). The head of the entire tribe was the granman or gaanman (big man). One very revealing practice of the Maroons in Suriname was that after they had deserted, they identified themselves by their plantation of origin. Slaves who had fled the plantation run by the widow of Johan (Dyan) Bosseliers called themselves Misidyan. "their own plantation". Maroons from different plantations might become very suspicious of one another, sometimes resulting in armed conflicts. Mass desertions were thus based on local or ethnic homogeneity.
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Each lo built its own village or villages and comprised a few dozen to a few hundred dwellings. Sometimes palisades and watchtowers were constructed as well. The farming system derived from the Amerindians and involved shifting cultivation.
Men would clear a section of woods, to which they would set fire at the end of the great drought season (November). A few days after the fire, the women could already plant these provision grounds. When the soil was depleted after a few years, they would leave those grounds to plant others. After a decade or so, they would return to this secondary jungle (kawee) to clear away the shrubs starting to grow there. This system has the advantage that the grounds require relatively little maintenance. Of course, this system works only in fairly sparsely populated areas. (A: p. 3)
In addition to the basic staple crops (rice and cassava), yams, maize, bananas, and sugar cane were cultivated. The provision grounds were never near the villages but always some distance away, in some cases a few hours on foot. They were well camouflaged.
It is told that this practice of isolating the provision ground was a heritage of the days when the ancestors were escaping from slavery, for then the whites were at war with them, and villages had often to be deserted. But to desert a village was one thing. [...] Men did not, after all, derive their food supply from a village. It was the provision ground upon which life depended. The provision ground had at all cost to be saved. Access to it was, therefore, made difficult. Trails were never clearly marked, and were often marked to mislead the invading enemy. The river bank was allowed to give no hint of shielding, behind the thicket, a clearing where crops grew to feed the warriors and their families. When a village was destroyed by the enemy, the Bush Negroes fell back on their fields and maintained life. To this day [the 1930s], it is said, this practice holds, for though hostilities ended more than a hundred years ago, the planting grounds are rarely found close to a village. 29 Communication between villages and on the rivers was possible in three ways. In every village there lived a few skilled drummers who transmitted messages (usually in the dead of night). If a mountain or hill separated two villages, a detour was taken via villages between the two. This enabled complicated messages to be transmitted across long distances relatively quickly. Sometimes communication proceeded via dugout canoes: messengers would transmit messages orally, sometimes in a relay service. Finally, probably only later on, horns (toetoe) made from tin were used, so that boats were able to remain in contact across great distances. 30 Maroon villages were relatively easy to relocate: "They could hunt and fish everywhere, provision grounds are quickly replanted. They are therefore mobile, and living along or nearby large rivers enhances this mobility."
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Because the runaways were predominantly men, the villages had a severe shortage of women. Metal implements (pots and kettles, axes, etc.) and salt were also in great demand. The Maroons therefore regularly attacked plantations and took from them women and implements. The colonial authorities retaliated repeatedly by launching crackdowns, killing Maroons, and setting their villages and provision grounds ablaze. They did not, however, manage to stop the raids. Nor had this been successful in other plantation colonies. In Jamaica settlers had therefore signed a peace treaty with Maroons in 1739. This measure inspired peace treaties in Suriname as well, first with the Okanisi (1760) living along the Maroni River, and somewhat later with the Saramaka (1762) living along the Suriname River, and the Matawai (1767) along the Saramaka River. These three groups were called the "pacified Bush Negroes". 32 Maroons not covered by these treaties were known as the "non-pacified Bush Negroes".
One important part of these accords was that the pacified agreed to help trace the non-pacified. Some runaways were indeed returned by the pacified Maroons. In the words of a contemporary observer, however, non-pacified "nests" persisted, 33 among them the Paramaka and the Kwinti. The fiercest hotbeds of resistance were the Aluku or Boni; in the 1770s and 1780s the colonial troops waged an extended war against them, described at length by the mercenary Stedman and examined in depth by historians later. 34 After their leaders Boni and Codjo Coromanti were killed in 1791, the remaining Aluku headed south and later to French Guiana.
Following the peace treaties of the 1760s, new runaways faced difficult choices: they could try to join the pacified Maroons but risk being handed back to their owners, or they could try to join the non-pacified Maroons. One difficulty was that these Maroons carefully concealed the location of their villages and provision grounds. Also, there was the risk of being killed by the non-pacified Maroons for fear of betrayal, which was not unusual when newcomers arrived. A third option was either to retreat to the immediate surroundings or to move a bit further away from the plantations: "Whenever groups formed that set up camps and provision grounds at a few hours distance from the plantation, they remained in contact with the plantations and regularly stole food and goods from them." 35 Finally, a fourth opportunity arose, when slavery was abolished in the neighbouring countries (in British Guiana in 1833 and in French Guiana in 1848), and these became possible places of refuge.
Maroons who -as the settlers put it -were "pacified" could be integrated gradually in the colonial economy as well. The first signs to this effect became visible around 1800, when they -as we shall see -became involved in logging and the timber trade. The official abolition of slavery in 1863 was also conducive to integration, as a labour shortage became imminent; past experience in British and French colonies had revealed, after all, that former slaves preferred 32 not to continue working on the old plantations. The authorities therefore tried to resolve the anticipated labour shortage by increasingly recruiting Bush Negroes. Later influences that boosted economic integration and acculturation included the "development" of the interior, the impact of tourism, and education. 36 With the book of Thoden van Velzen and Van Wetering this history of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has now been reconstructed for the first time in detail for the second-largest Maroon group, the Okanisi.
In eighteenth-century Suriname, the boundaries of nearly all plantations opened on to the jungle:
Slaves had reasonable freedom of movement. Every plantation had tracts of land that were not used to cultivate market crops; slaves could plant their own small fields, provision grounds (goon) to raise edible crops. Some of these provision grounds were even in the "forest" behind the plantations. Slaves would hunt in these jungles, and they caught fish in the swamps. The slaves also had small dugout canoes, in which they paddled through creeks and swamps. The Bakaa, their white masters, owners, and foremen never went along on these journeys, so that the slaves knew considerably more than their masters about the geographic state of this terrain. Slaves usually had little difficulty slipping away from the plantation unnoticed. (A: p. 1)
In the eighteenth century about 250 slaves ran away annually. About 90 per cent consisted of men. Many returned to their masters after a while, but about 100 slaves remained in the woods every year. The different groups of Maroons soon formed the aforementioned larger communities. Already by 1740 the Okanisi had found a sanctuary near the creeks (which they called Mama Ndyuka) at the foot of the Bakaa Lely mountains (A: p. 95). Three main groups or federations probably already existed by then: the Ndyuka, the Lukubun, and the Miáfiya. During a sort of founding meeting "many years before 1760 [the year of the peace treaty with the Dutch]" (A: p. 97) the banks and islands of the Tapanahoni River were divided among the three Okanese main groups. The Ndyuka were the most influential. The chiefs of the Lukubun and Miáfiya had dwellings in the Ndyuka area and stayed there regularly. Mutual ties were strengthened by marriages. This basic structure persisted until well into the twentieth century.
The lives of the Okanisi were permeated by a constantly changing religion, in which many gods and spirits figured. First came "the lower gods, who are able to get into people but are merely entrusted with specific missions". Then there were three intermediate gods who handled daily operations. Finally, there was the supreme being (Nana) who intervened only in crises and announced his missions via a special envoy (yeye). Each of the three federations took responsibility for serving one of the "intermediate" or "mediator gods". The Ndyuka had Agedeonsu, the Lukubun had Sweli Gadu, and the Miáfiya had Tati Ogii (A: pp. 20, 133, 141-162; quotation on p. 133). Agedeonsu seems to have evolved into the most important mediator god over time: "With crop failures, extended droughts, or when hunting and fishing seem to yield little anymore, the priests of Agedeonsu appeal to the people to pray en masse." Following food sacrifices a pilgrimage was organized to the historic sites, such as the place where the Okanisi first reached the Tapanahoni (A: p. 143).
While the gods represented positive forces, female and male witches embodied evil. If somebody was exposed as a witch, the consequences were often deadly. He or she was sometimes tortured and frequently burned alive. Based on their own observations, Thoden van Velzen and Van Wetering report:
Witchcraft (wisi) may aptly be described as the obsession of the Okanisi. This religion revolves around the idea that mankind is constantly subject to the temptations of Evil, especially to the desire to target those within one's own group. Jealousy is seen as the main driver for people to act against the interests of others, infect them with disease, or kill them. Whoever succumbs to such temptation, whether they be men or women, shall be called a witch (wisiman). (B: p. 9) They estimate that in the nineteenth century about two dozen suspects were burned at the stake (B: p. 77).
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Because most Maroons were men, gender ratios long remained distorted within the runaway communities. This was in part why women were relatively powerful and gave rise to a matrilineal kinship structure. Children were named after their mother, and especially during the early years, women were pivotal (A: p. 7).
The matriline is an important corporative group: members share land rights; a prayer stake with a sacrifice site (bee yookafaaka or bee faakatiki) for the ancestors of the line, while they manage a mortuary (kee-osu), together with the other matrilines in the village. Owning a prayer stake and a mortuary entitles an Okanese settlement to call itself a village (kondee). (A: pp. 9-10) 38 Still, the men were ordinarily the "formal" leaders. The community as a whole was headed by the granman, who since the eighteenth century was 37. More extensively on this subject, see H.U.E. Thoden van Velzen and Wilhelmina van Wetering, The Great Father and the Danger: Religious Cults, Material Forces, and Collective Fantasies in the World of the Surinamese Maroons (Dordrecht, 1988). On p. 408 (n. 15), the authors list fifteen witches by name. 38. The matrilineal structure in fact reflects some influence from classificatory relations, leading a series of relations to be captured in a very limited number of terms. In some cases, for example, a husband or uncle may be called a "brother". More extensively on this subject, see Köbben, "Classificatory Kinship". always elected from among the Otoo-clan which enjoyed more authority than others (A: p. 15). Leaders subsidiary to the granman were the village authorities: the village chief (kabiten) and one or more assistants (basiya). The power of the leaders was always restricted.
The village, or rather a group of nearby villages, are a type of republic, a micro polis, in which all somewhat older men gather daily to discuss pending matters. During this kuutu compromise is often reached only after hours of talks, and only after influential older women have been consulted as well. (A: pp. 16-17)
Over time, however, these relatively egalitarian relations in the tiny village republics were seriously disrupted by prophets who "invoking a divine wrath, exercise their authoritarian powers" (A: p. 17).
Like other groups of Maroons, the Okanisi waged a constant war against the planters. The colonial authorities regularly dispatched military patrols into the jungle to capture or kill Maroons and to destroy their villages and provision grounds. In turn, Maroons raided the plantations to steal hardware, gunpowder, or rifles, and to kidnap women. These constant bloody conflicts and the memory of the atrocities of slavery permeated the culture of the Okanisi and instilled in them a fundamental and persistent mistrust of white people.
39 Until well into the twentieth century, the sentry would greet those coming to visit the village with: "Wadaa!" (from Werda?: Who's there?) to which the guest was expected to reply: "Fiiman" (a free man) (B: p. 23).
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" PA C I F I C AT I O N " A N D T H E C O N S E Q U E N C E S ( 1 7 6 0 -1 8 6 3 )
On 22 February 1757 a slave revolt broke out in the Tempati region. The impetus was the plan of Jean Martin, owner of the La Paix timber plantation, to relocate the slaves to his sugar plantation along the Upper Commewijne. His slaves would have none of this. Work on timber plantations was less strenuous than on sugar plantations. The slaves were also attached to the land where they lived. Moreover, supervision was minimal for those working in the woods. This situation was a far cry from the work regime on the sugar plantations. Not only did the cane cutters work very hard, but they were also under constant supervision. If the planter carried out his intention, the circumstances of the slaves would deteriorate considerably. (A: p. 163)
The governor in Paramaribo sent troops to suppress the uprising, culminating in bloody armed conflicts.
The insurgents then retreated into the woods. Six months later, they turned out to have joined the Okanisi (A: p. 166). 41 In 1759 the insurgents from the Tempati and the Okanisi jointly raided some plantations. Because Basiton, the leader of the Tempati rebels and sometimes known as Boston, was literate, the Court of Police in Paramaribo sent two slaves, Coffy and Charlestown, to the Okanisi with a letter, escorted by a patrol of twentythree carriers and twenty-two servicemen (A: p. 170). opportunity to make peace should not be missed. Basiton turned out to be one of the strongest advocates of making peace. He mentioned the peace that had been reached (in 1739) in Jamaica between the English and the Maroons, "which the Negroes had accepted". The Bakaa had compensated for the raids on the plantations by presenting gifts. Surely, a similar arrangement would be possible in Suriname. If the planters would send goods to the Maroons at set intervals, they were willing to make peace. (A: p. 171, my italics)
This was the start of several rounds of negotiations that fairly soon culminated in an agreement between Abercrombie, the chief negotiator on behalf of the slave owners, and Basiton. "It was agreed that peace would be reached in a year. Abercrombie gave Basiton two chords with thirteen knots. The first knot represented 13 October 1759, the day of the conversation. Every other knot represented an additional month. The peace would be reached at the thirteenth knot" (A: p. 178) when the news of the upcoming peace spread throughout the colony, many slaves saw this as cause to run away as quickly as possible and join the Okanisi (A: p. 185). In 1760, the peace agreement became official between both parties and was affirmed with a blood oath (diingi sweli or dringi sweri).
Both parties took a solemn oath that they would observe the agreements reached, after which they licked their fingers, which they had dipped in a liquid mixed with drops of blood from their fellow oath takers. This blood oath is pivotal in Okanese culture. Efforts to escape the plantation regime were consistently preceded by swearing a blood oath, reciting the hallowed formula: "May the gods be witness to my solemn promise that I will escape on the agreed day. Where you die, I will die as well. If I do not keep this promise, may the gods kill me." (B: p. 57) 42 The text of the treaty was based on the one that the British had reached with the Leeward Maroons in Jamaica in June 1739 (A: p. 192; text pp. 192-193). The treaty was known not only to the settlers but also to Basiton, as mentioned above -one of many indications that important information circulated among slaves in the Caribbean. The treaty in fact formalized an exchange: the government would provide the Okanisi with regular supplies, if they stopped raiding the plantations. In return, the Okanisi promised not to accept new Maroons into their community and to surrender any runaways. A so-called "postholder" would settle in the area of the Okanisi to act as liaison. 43 The duty to surrender new Maroons continued to bother the Okanisi. In 1761 they explained that they would surrender only slaves who had done wrong: murderers, wisiman, and the like. They might also agree to surrender slaves who were too lazy to work. 42 . Such blood oaths were common among Caribbean Maroons; "blood" prevailed over "paper". See Kenneth Bilby, "Swearing by the Past, Swearing to the Future: Sacred Oaths, Alliances, and Treaties among the Guianese and Jamaican Maroons", Ethnohistory, 44 (1997), pp. 655-689. 43. The institution of the postholder at the Tapanahoni was suspended in 1830 but was reintroduced again in 1919.
But runaways who "were the victims of cruel masters and had been chased into the woods through 'torture' were a different matter. They would not be surrendering them" (A: p. 209).
In 1762, when the Okanisi surrendered four slaves who had recently escaped and who were executed after returning to Paramaribo ("beaten to death, then decapitated, with their heads placed on a stake"), the Okanisi became irate:
That was not the agreement. They refused to surrender any more Lowéman [runaways] in the future, if they were to be executed in Paramaribo. The next Lowéman they surrendered was not executed but was "allowed" to return to his master. Nor were the Lowéman the Okanisi surrendered afterwards executed. During the decades following the peace, the Okanisi regularly surrendered runaways but appear to have done so increasingly reluctantly and only after vehement urgings from the postholder. Women were hardly ever returned (A: p. 211).
After they had convened an initial constituent meeting well before 1760, as explained above, the Okanisi organized a second large gathering attended by all Okanisi chiefs on 12 September 1763. On this occasion the exact hierarchy was established for the new era of unendangered freedom. It was agreed who would be the granman, who would be the clan chiefs, etc. (A: p. 217).
Peace with the settlers, however, did not put a stop to all collective violence. Over three decades after the pacification, a war broke out with the Boni (1792-1793). For most of the eighteenth century, the Okanisi had been on good terms with the neighbouring Maroon community of the Bonis or Aluku, who lived first in Suriname and then also in French Guiana across the river along the border. There were even official friendship ties and marriage relations (A: p. 235). Unlike the Okanisi, however, the Bonis had not made peace with the settlers and continued to raid plantations. In April 1790 colonial troops occupied the Boni villages. The Boni responded by settling 40 kilometres further south and building new villages. In August 1791 the Dutch resumed the war, and the Boni advanced deeper into the jungle. The Okanisi stayed out of these conflicts, thereby making enemies of the Boni. 44 "In August 1792 a few Aluku, led by Boni's son Agosu, attacked the [Okanese] village Animbaw, exuberantly dancing on the grave 44 . De Groot has suggested a possible explanation for this reluctance. The Okanisi had controlled the Maroni river, but when the Boni settled along the Maroni from 1776, because they had been driven from the coastal area, tensions arose: "Relations between these two groups progressively deteriorated: the Djukas [Okanisi] had their free passage along the river to the coast blocked; the Boni feared the threat of the Djuka from the rear and that of the white troops on the other side"; Silvia W. de Groot, "Conflictsituaties. De Marrons in Suriname (sedert de 18e eeuw). Overeenkomsten en verschillen met andere Caraïbische gebieden", in idem, Suriname.
of the recently deceased gaanman Pamu. The Okanisi then abandoned their neutrality and turned on their allies" (A: p. 236). They destroyed at least eleven Boni villages, killed the leader of the Boni, shot at least twenty Bonis dead, and took still more hostages there.
In 1805 a new clan joined the Okanisi, consisting of black rebel soldiers, known as the Black Rangers, who lived along the Upper Commewijne. The Black Rangers were a few hundred slaves that the colonial government had purchased since the 1770s to assist the regular troops on occasion, especially in the struggle against Maroons. They had their own provision grounds and were paid only when they were dispatched on missions. In 1799 some of the Rangers rebelled, because new measures of the Governor General were expected to cause their prestige and living conditions to deteriorate. After they had pillaged several plantations and killed a few whites, they fled further inland. 45 In 1809 the Okanisi and the government signed a new peace treaty, in which the Okanisi promised that they would control the Boni and the Black Rangers (B: p. 69). The Black Rangers were given a place to settle on a site near the confluence of Tapanahoni and Lawa. The pact was sealed with the traditional blood oath (B: p. 70). "Long after their rebellion", the descendants of the Black Rangers "had little prestige within Okanese society", and "were summoned for all kinds of services by the clans who settled at the nether reaches of the Tapanahoni. If they did not agree immediately to render these lord services, their orchards might by chopped down and their provision grounds destroyed" (B: p. 131). A disproportionately large share of the men from this group was accused of witchcraft (wisi) and burned at the stake in the nineteenth century (A: p. 5).
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Following the peace treaty of 1760 -which was revised and confirmed in 1809 and 1837 -what we might describe as the reintegration of the former slaves in the commodified economy got under way. Gradually, the Okanisi learned to use colonial consumer goods (bakra sani), which increasingly became indispensable to them: soap, rum, beer, clothes, rifles, and ammunition. To purchase these commodities, they needed to earn money. From around 1800, Okanese labour migrants therefore moved in fairly massive numbers to the city of Paramaribo and the plantations. 47 The postholder Kelderman, who in 1806 and 1807 negotiated about surrendering runaways in the village of Mainsi, observed that virtually all the men had left; he therefore conducted these negotiations with Ma Akuba, the oldest woman in the village (B: p. 71). "Some Maroons moved to the coastal plain to grow food to sell at the market in the city, but the majority of the Okanese migrants became loggers. The trees they cut down were tied together to form rafts to be sawed on the plantations or in Paramaribo" (B: p. 71).
The authors estimate that in the mid-nineteenth century over half of all Okanese men were active in the colonial economy (B: p. 72). The women stayed behind in the villages.
In the communities of the Okanese loggers, the spirit of solidarity was clear. This derived in significant measure from the production processes that this economic activity entailed. The loggers, who worked on the Surinamese coastal plain throughout most of the nineteenth century, were largely dependent on one another. This manifested especially when tree trunks needed to be rolled to creeks or rivers. On those days the entire community turned up to drag the tree trunks to the creeks or rivers by pushing and pulling and by using wooden rollers. Given these working arrangements, the earnings understandably had to be divided among the community of loggers and their relatives. This communal economic system was at the same time the breeding ground of hatred and envy toward successful entrepreneurs, who depended far less on the labour of their relatives and therefore obviously did not take for granted that they would have to share all their possessions with others. (B: pp. 81, 89)
One such successful entrepreneur of Okanese heritage was Atokwa, who grew food crops for the market in Paramaribo. "He was denounced as a witch, placed in shackles, and taken to the Tapanahoni, where he was subjected to the poison oracle in Puket. The Sweli priests found him guilty." He was executed. "He was later found to be innocent. His spirit became a vengeful spirit or fury (kunu) […] . To this day, this kunu is feared" (B: pp. 83, 83-86).
Another ongoing problem after 1800 was the relationship between Okanisi and runaways (Lowéman). Sometimes the Okanisi brought runaways back to the settlers, but now they did so mainly for financial compensation. In August 1834, for example, forty-six Okanisi led by chiefs Bosu and Dyaki raided a camp, where they found seven Lowéman. "Five were shot dead, and two were taken prisoner" (B: p. 73). Still, the authors find all kinds of signs that the Okanisi and the new Maroons often acted together: "In 1848 the postholder Dhondt complained that the Cottica-Okanisi and the 'Un-pacified' Lowéman were often in cahoots with each other. They gathered timber from the woods together, which the Okanisi sold in Paramaribo. The Okanisi would use these earnings to given permission to settle in the region where the insurgent Aluku used to live. This was in the lower Marowijne at the site of the first rapids (Armina)." Moving would make it easier for them to maintain economic ties with the coastal region. purchase goods, which they passed on to the Lowéman" (B: p.74). But the information includes contradictions. Thoden van Velzen and Van Wetering also write: "After 1800 Lowéman were called bakabusisamo (literally: people from the back bush), trash that lived in the outback and was unreliable. In the 1960s we still recorded such opinions" (B: p. 103). I am delighted to inform you that the Bush Negroes are becoming increasingly inclined, especially over the past three years, to interact with the more civilized share of the population. Not only has the amount of timber they supply on request or sell on the market grown considerably, but they also hire themselves out for gold extraction, especially along the Maroni, and work as guides and carriers; they are particularly willing to provide the gold seekers engaged in prospecting with the assistance they require. (B: p. 76) Around 1880 in French Guiana, at the upper reaches of the Mana River, vast gold fields were discovered. Gold seekers arrived from all over the world; they soon numbered in the thousands. The placers (places where gold was extracted) were spread throughout a large part of the hinterlands of Suriname and French Guiana.
A F T E R T H E
Specifically in the hinterlands, however, the gold diggers encountered obstacles along their path. The area is almost entirely covered by dense, virtually impenetrable South American rain forests. The gold diggers therefore had to be transported by river. River transport, however, was by no means simple. Forty to seventy kilometres from the ocean, rocks, rapids, and waterfalls begin. About every five to ten kilometres upstream, these obstacles recur. At some points the rapids transformed the course the boat had to follow into a labyrinth. Huge differences in water levels between the seasons required constant changes in the route navigated. Under these conditions, only the Maroons -and indigenous peoples, but their low numbers in those days render them negligible -were able to bring the thousands of gold diggers with their tools and supplies to the remote placers in the hinterlands. (B: pp. 87-88)
The Maroon cargo transporters along the waterways, known as bagasimen, soon acquired a monopoly position in both French Guiana and Suriname; they therefore managed to claim high wages and high cargo fees (B: p. 88), earning an excellent income in this way for about thirty years.
While relatively well-paid black workers in Paramaribo were paid 2 guilders a day, Okanisi cargo transporters rarely made less than 2,500 guilders a year in the period 1890-1915 and in several years earned significantly over 3,000 guilders (B: p. 89). 48 This eroded the fairly egalitarian nature of Okanese society.
On cargo boats, the entire family did not need to be mobilized, as had been the case with logging. The owner of the boat would take on board two or three sons or sister's sons, and he had a full crew. As a result, communities lost their significance; only a few family members were needed to make a lot of money transporting cargo along the waterways. These new labour relations meant that those staying behind in the villages hardly benefited from the new affluence. The Okanese cargo boat operators usually worked in the catchment area of Lawa and Inini, allowing them to return to their villages regularly, after being away for perhaps a few months. Upon their return, one may assume they found family members hoping for a share of the new material prosperity. (B: p. 91)
The authors regard this confrontation as the deeper cause of the severe religious tensions that appeared in the Okanese community around 1900. They describe at great length how the envy among the poor family members of the "nouveaux riches" coincided with a sharp revival of belief in witches (B: pp. 137-200). The events around the death of sa Koba (1889 or 1890) are very indicative. After her death, when her spirit was routinely questioned by the priests, she revealed (speaking through the bearers of the bier she was lying on) that she had been involved in witchcraft. Having become the victim of the malignancy of other witches she now wanted to take revenge, reporting that the others were still at large (B: p. 140). This instigated widespread witch tests: everybody had to crawl under the bier of sa Koba, which rested on the shoulders of two pall bearers.
Whoever was innocent could easily do so, but tribe members who had practised witchcraft or intended to do so were blocked by fierce swaying of this bier. The same held true for persons who were considered to be criminals by their fellow villagers or were viewed as miscreants or perhaps as people trying to evade village rituals.
[…] Regardless of how repulsive it was, the "witchcraft survey among the population" was highly effective in many respects. People from all the villages in this river area flocked to Puketi to be screened. (B: p. 142) This mass test, however, was not the only sign of new religious fervor. All kinds of cult objects were burned, and lower "mediums" eliminated, a new oracle emerged, and a kind of reform movement got under way, the Gaan Gadu movement, which propagated forms of worship which were different from the traditional practices. From around 1920, however, prosperity gradually declined. 49 In 1921, when the boom had started to give the first signs of exhaustion, the cargo carriers of the Okanisi and Aluku organized a large and widely supported strike, demanding higher wages and lower prices in the shops. They did not have a strike fund. Still, they planned their struggle carefully. Expanding their provision grounds enabled them to prepare for a conflict lasting three to four months (B: p. 208). The struggle lasted over three months, making it the longest strike in Surinamese history; it ended in defeat. Postholder Willem van Lier figured prominently in undermining the strike successfully playing the Okanese leaders, granman Amakiti and his favourite, the high priest Kanape, against one another (B: pp. 201-215).
50
In the 1920s the gold rush ended, and the high income of the Okanese men along with it. They resumed their former activities, such as supplying timber. 51 Demand for timber increased in these years, in part because a bauxite mine opened in the town of Moengo in 1920 (B: p. 272).
52 Better opportunities for making money arose again in the 1950s, with the start of the "development" of the Surinamese hinterlands. Maroons were recruited as unskilled labour, for example to build airstrips in the hinterlands. They also settled in Paramaribo more often, first as individual men, but from the 1970s increasingly together with their entire families (B: p. 272). 53 Generally, therefore, the twentieth century began with great affluence, subsequently declining and then reviving, but remaining at a lower level than around 1900.
Towards the end of 1975 Suriname became independent. In the years preceding the independence, tens of thousands of inhabitants from Paramaribo and its surroundings moved to the Netherlands, often for the superior social security system. Land and housing prices declined in the capital, and hundreds of Maroons were now able to purchase real estate. Social inequality deepened within the Maroon communities. As in the years 1885-1920, "centrifugal forces" emerged in society, which the Okanisi expressed, inter alia, through anti-witchcraft movements:
The success of the migrants [to the cities] was encouraged but at the same time gave rise to suspicion and envy. They were suspected of achieving their social advancement by making a pact with the demons. Okanese small entrepreneurs, such as shopkeepers and transport van operators were suspected of hiring demons to eliminate their competitors. These people came to be known as "Masters of the Demon" (Bakuubasi). (B: p. 316) Women took centre stage in "demonizing" entrepreneurs; most had stayed behind in the home villages. Their formerly crucial contribution to the social economy -working the provision grounds -had lost much of its significance. As a consequence, men were nearly always held to be chiefly responsible for problems; in their pursuit of economic success, they were believed to have resorted to using the services of demons (B: p. 320). The rise and decline of the Although some Maroons became more affluent, they hardly ever acceded to the middle and higher echelons of the public sector that was so important in Suriname. They were blocked by "class interests, family relations, ethnic prejudices, and educational requirements" (B: p. 273). In 1980 a group of non-commissioned officers led by Sergeant Desi Bouterse staged a coup. The new junta consolidated its power by murdering a group of fifteen leading intellectuals in December 1982. The new regime seemed receptive to admitting more Maroons in the public sector:
After all, dictatorial regimes not only promote social mobility for those who have become embedded in the nucleus of power but can also benefit groups assigned to the periphery of the old society before that time. As a result, the Jungle Commando expanded rapidly. In late 1986 it reached its maximum size of over 1,000 fighters. The extremely violent repression by the National Army, in which entire villages were destroyed, with infants and pregnant women being slaughtered as well in at least one case, led the Maroons to flee en masse. About 9,000 Okanisi sought refuge in French Guiana, while thousands of others fled to Paramaribo. Overall, in the words of the authors, there was an "ethnic purge of East Suriname" (B: p. 288). During the conflict Maroons who had embraced Christianity began to revert to their old religious roots. "In early 1987 the leadership of the Jungle Commando formed a special division that was responsible for contacts with the centres for medical-religious assistance, the oracles of the Mediator gods (Sweli Gadu, Tata Ogii, and Agedeonsu) and with independently operating obiyaman" (B: p. 308). 54 But the gods did not help. By 1988-1989 only a few dozen fighters remained; in 1992 the conflict ceased.
While secularization has advanced in urban settings, the influence of the gods and spirits continues to thrive in part of the Surinamese hinterlands.
Around 2000, when resistance to the Brazilian gold seekers grew, this movement was controlled by the priests of Agedeonsu. All those who were not Okanisi were chased from the Selakiiki. This creek is the centre of artisanal gold extraction in the catchment area of the Tapanahoni, a few hours upstream from Godoolo. The rafts used to examine the bed of the Tapanahoni for gold remnants were removed at the orders of Agedeonsu as well. This injunction affected not only Brazilians but also the Okanisi themselves. The god seeks not only to reserve the catchment area of the Tapanahoni for the Okanisi. He also condemns erosion of the natural surroundings. As we would say nowadays, this is a "green god". The Okanese gold seekers were thus forbidden to ride around with their quads, because this was clearly tearing open the top layer. Agedeonsu stated on various occasions that his sphere of involvement was limited to the catchment area of the Tapanahoni. The Lawa and the Maroni were already beyond any hope of rescue, according to this god. (A: pp. 145-146)
The flight of several thousands of Okanisi during what was known as the Domestic War of 1986-1992 brought a "definitive end to the traditional Okanese culture and society. Afterwards, one could say, things went steadily downhill" (B: p. 323).
F I N A L T H O U G H T S
Thoden van Velzen, Hoogbergen, and Van Wetering have written two impressive books about the Okanisi. However, these works offer neither a true synthesis nor a comprehensive history of this society. The focus is heavily placed on religious aspects. The second book is even explicitly "dedicated largely to worship of the mediator gods" (B: p. 36). 55 I do not mean to suggest that the authors are culturalists. Thoden van Velzen and Van Wetering write that in the course of their research, they became convinced "that major spiritual transitions were often associated with changes in production relations in the Guyanese coastal area" (B: p. 13). And they also note:
Their representations of Evil (witches, evil spirits, demons) offer good insight into the nature of the tensions existing below the surface. These notions together form a "language of emotional life", disclosing the contours of the social tensions.
[…] The tensions arise from political and economic processes originating from broader, often global "world systems". Although these processes have a "modern" façade, the emotional vernacular is often written in archaic terms. (B: p. 312) 56 The authors, however, are interested primarily in the world of the gods, spirits, and rituals and consider the material world from that perspective. They do not actually step "outside" religion to situate it in society as a whole; they consider the context only insofar as directly relevant to understanding religion. Perhaps that is also why several important aspects receive insufficient consideration. The first question we might ask is why was (and, to some extent, why is) religion so important to the Okanisi -as well as to the other Maroon communities in Suriname? Why is the fear of evil spirits and witches so omnipresent? A plausible explanation was provided nearly a century ago by the colonial official L. Junker:
Understanding this anxiety requires considering the history of suffering of the Bush Negroes or of negroes in general. Hunted and captured like wild animals in their country of origin, placed in shackles on their journey to the coast and later on the slave ships, subjected to the most bestial abuse, and finally pulled apart from each other in their imposed homeland, seeing the holiest bonds broken by cruel masters and at the mercy of basest passions for black flesh of the owners, the memories of their previous lives were not quickly erased. Only after the runaway slaves enjoyed relative tranquillity in the jungles of Suriname could ideas about religion come to fruition. The constant experience of evil left its mark on the emerging observations deriving from a defence against evil that was arising and continues to surface everywhere. 57 Second, several more structural elements of Okanese society receive insufficient consideration. Material culture, for example, is hardly addressed, 58 and the gendered socialization of children is a similar omission, 59 as is the gendered division of labour, which others argue was exceptionally rigid. Lou Lichtveld, for example, a prominent Surinamese intellectual, has written:
[...] no man would ever consider working the land, after he has made it ready for planting. The division of labour is rigidly enforced. Planting, weeding, and harvesting the provision grounds, which are often a long way from the villages, is women's work, as is cooking or keeping the village clean. Hunting, fishing, making boats, woodcarvings, and chopping trees for poles and planks or to clear land to build on it, [and] building the hut, is men's work. 60 Social differences within individual villages and clans are mentioned but not actually analysed. Thoden van Velzen and Hoogbergen, for example, note "a deplorable inequality within the Maroon communities; while many Lowéman remained single throughout their lives, the leaders often had multiple wives" (A: p. 241). We read nothing about the tensions that this must have caused; nor do we find any mention of the indignation at the end of the twentieth century regarding the "prevailing gerontocracy" (B: p. 329).
Progressive integration in the commodified economy figures as a source of social-religious tensions, but their deeper impact is not addressed. Neumann has noted that money became immensely more important to the Maroons, especially after cargo transport gained importance. He quotes a missionary from the Moravian Church, who wrote in 1894: deliberately encouraged such stereotypes. Even in 1835, an official instruction was to "use all means to perpetuate distinctions between them [the Maroons] without making it appear that the Government has any interest in this". 67 An analysis of these interrelations might be conducive to understanding broader developments in Surinamese society. And perhaps such an analysis might help explain why in Suriname, both under slavery and afterwards, social resistance was consistently fragmented. 68 Notwithstanding these remarks, Thoden van Velzen, Hoogbergen, and Van Wetering have written two works of great scholarly and political merit. Precisely because their project is so ambitious and comprehensive, it raises many new questions.
67. De Groot, "Conflictsituaties", pp. 32-33. 68. Idem, Djuka Society and Social Change, p. 5: "The slaves of Surinam never united to carry out a large-scale rising, as happened elsewhere in the Caribbean (Berbice, Haiti, etc.)." See also Müller, "Ten Years of Guerilla-Warfare", p. 90: "Nearly all the rebellions took place in one plantation at a time. The slaves of six timber-plantations revolted simultaneously only in Tempatie. A general, co-ordinated rebellion never took place."
